
SMOOTH, FLOWING & PRECISE

ASSURANCE SERiES™

EFX® 532i
Elliptical Fitness Crosstrainer™

Like every piece of equipment in the Assurance Series, the EFX 532i has been designed and built to withstand 
the rigors of a broad range of environments, from less supervised facilities such as hotels, corporate gyms, 
apartment complexes, or fire departments.  Combining essential reliability and ease-of-use with a natural, 
low-impact stride, the EFX 532i features a console that provides clear visuals and a familiar layout that makes 
it easy for user to explore a variety of satisfying workouts. 

The EFX 532i provides club level innovations and proven mechanical designs at an exceptional value. Precor 
combines our Assurance Series products with award winning service to create exceptional experiences for 
users and owners alike.
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Streamlined LED Console with 
optional 15” Personal Viewing System

Streamlined LED Console

Optional wireless 
entertainment cap

EFX® 532i
Elliptical Fitness Crosstrainer™

The EFX® 532i is equipped with the unique CrossRamp® technology which 
alters the elliptical path between 15 and 40 degrees in both forward and 

range of exercises. The 532i is ideal for light-use facilities.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

   Console 
Clear visuals and familiar layout increase program exploration, leading to 
greater satisfaction. Durable dome switches are tactile, responsive and easy for 
everyone to use.

   Fixed Handlebars 
Fixed handlebars allow users to focus on lower body workouts.

   Adjustable CrossRamp® Technology 
Users can isolate or crosstrain specific lower body muscle groups simply by 
adjusting the angle of the ramp, making it easy for users to focus on their 
individual fitness goals.

   Biomechanics 
Our patented elliptical path perfectly mimics a natural running stride, allowing 

ergonomically correct motion.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

 Dimensions (L x W x H): 84 x 31 x 67 inches / 213 x 79 x 168 centimeters
 Product Height with PVS: 80 in / 203 cm
 Weight: 245 lbs / 111 kg
 Power:  Self-Powered

 Total Workouts:  6
 Resistance Levels:  20
 CrossRamp® Range:  15-40°

 Language Selection:    English, French, Dutch, German, Portuguese,  
Russian, Spanish

 Network Capabilities:    FitLinxx compatible 
C-SAFE enabled

 Entertainment:   Optional - 15” Personal Viewing System (PVS) 
Optional - iPod® / iPhone® compatible

  Optional - Wireless entertainment cap

 Accessories:  Accessories holder 
Reading rack 
Optional - Cable management

 Warranty:  Visit www.precor.com for warranty terms 
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